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The Value of Predictive Maintenance



 How can you use technology to help your organization 

reduce costs, downtime and emergencies?

 How can you reduce capital expenditures?

 How can you use technology to eliminate the number of 

emergency PO’s for equipment repair?

 How can you lower spare parts inventory?

 Reduce energy costs?
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DC Water, DC
DC WWT and Lift Stations, DC

City of Indianapolis, IN
Jersey City Water, NJ

Laredo, TX
City of Houston, TX
City of Detroit, MI

City of Milwaukee, WI
City of Atlanta, GA
Glynn County, GA
Duvall County, FL
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 Water Treatment Plants
 Pumps, Blowers, Mixers

 Waste Water Treatment 
 Pumps, Blowers, Mixers

 Lift Stations
 Pumps

 Schools
 HVAC, Pumps, Fans

 Prisons:
 HVAC, Pumps, Fans

 Arenas/Parks
 Chillers, Pumps, Fans
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Intentional or unintentional run to 
failure strategy where 
maintenance is performed in  
response to system or 
component failure

Reactive Maintenance 

Most companies have an overall strategy 
encompassing aspects of all 3 with the goal of 

evolving from more reactive to more predictive

Preventive Maintenance

Routine or time based activity for 
performing maintenance on 
interval of most frequent failure 
mode

Predictive Maintenance 
Condition based monitoring using 
non-destructive testing 
technologies to perform 
maintenance based on asset 
condition
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 While PM’s are important, PM’s alone are problematic
 Some pitfalls include:

 Increased spare parts inventory
 Unit or component may not need replacing (unnecessary expense)
 Introducing problems during tear-down or rebuild process, e.g.
 Misalignment
 Lubrication problems
 Improper clearances
 Bearing or support looseness

 Duty cycles change, time-based schedules do not
 Risk failure by reintroducing infant mortality to stable system

PdM drives the preventive program; it does not replace it
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 Vibration analysis
 Infrared thermography
 Oil analysis
 Electric motor testing
 Ultrasonic testing
 Some other PdM technologies

 Radiographic (X-ray)
 Electromagnetic testing
 Finite element modeling and design of experiments (DOE) 

using maintenance and reliability data
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 All machinery vibrates due to normal system operation, minor 
defects and manufacturing variations

 All machinery has vibration considered to be normal or inherent
 As machine components wear, vibration levels increase
 Mechanical energy is monitored, converted to electrical signal, 

trended and analyzed over time
 Vibration is considered to be the cornerstone of PdM 
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Some Identifiable Problems
Looseness (clearance/soft foot) Bearing wear
Misalignment and/or coupling problems Lubrication
Vane-pass/bladepass/cavitation Rubbing
Imbalance Gear wear
Belt problems Electrical
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 Effective predictive maintenance saves far more than it costs:
 Reactive maintenance strategies are not safe, are unpredictable and 

cost too much

 Preventive maintenance is important but not enough

 Predictive maintenance driving preventive maintenance ensures the 
best use of financial and human resources

 Must be quantified specifically for each company

At the end of the day, all that matters…

“How much money did 
Predictive Maintenance save 

our company?”
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 Asset: wet vent scrubber fan 
 Purpose: remove dust and other particulates by 

contacting the dust with gas stream
 Over time, wet particulates build up on fan 

blades resulting in the following potential failure 
modes:
 Imbalance (energy loss, component wear)
 Loose belts and pulley misalignment
 Bearing looseness or defects (sometimes initiated 

by imbalance)
 Criticality: due to emission standards, the nature 

of the operation, and lack of redundancy, 
downtime costs the facility US$3,000/hr

 Monitored parameter: amplitude of vibration by 
frequency over time
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 Fan runs to (or near) catastrophic failure
 Requires 5 days (16 hrs/day * 5 days = 80 hours) to repair, 6 hours of 

which includes balancing the fan
 Before repair, parts must be procured and collateral damage addressed
 Repair comprises replacing fan bearings, realigning belt pulleys and re-

tensioning, balancing fan, repairing collateral damage 

 Also worth considering is short overall asset life, replacement part holding 
costs, and costs of plant-wide “run to failure” culture

Element Formula Cost / yr
Downtime (twice per year) $3,000 /hr  * 160 hrs/yr $480,000
Collateral damage $5,000/failure * 2 failures $10,000
Labor repair costs $100/hr * 160 hrs/yr $16,000
Part replacement costs $12,000/incident * 2 incidents $24,000
Excess energy usage $9/hp/yr * 100 HP $900

TOTAL: $530,900
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 Fan is rebalanced every two months to avoid catastrophic failure
 Requires 6 hours to rebalance
 No extra part stocking expected or required
 Repair comprises realigning belt pulleys, re-tensioning, balancing fan only 

 Better approach, but is it the best approach?

Element Formula Cost / yr
Downtime (5 times /yr) $3,000 /hr  * 30 hrs/yr $90,000
Collateral damage $5,000/failure * 0 failures $0
Labor repair costs $100/hr * 36 hrs/yr $3,600
Part replacement costs $12,000/incident * 0 incidents $0
Excess energy usage $9/hp/yr * 100 HP $0

TOTAL: $93,600
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 Fan vibration is measured on each motor and fan bearing every month
 Over one year, imbalance is detected twice before significant imbalance 

or catastrophic failure occurs
 Requires 15 minutes to test using vibration analysis (12 times /yr)
 Requires 6 hours to rebalance & no extra part stocking required
 Repair comprises realigning belt pulleys and re-tensioning and balancing 

fan only Element Formula Cost / yr
Downtime (2 times /yr) $3,000 /hr  * 12 hrs/yr $36,000
Collateral damage $5,000/failure * 0 failures $0
PdM labor costs $150/hr * 3 hours $450
Labor repair costs $100/hr * 12 hrs/yr $1,200
Part replacement costs $12,000/incident * 0 incidents $0
Excess energy usage $9/hp/yr * 100 HP $0

TOTAL: $37,650
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Approach Annual Cost Intangibles

Reactive $530,900

High spare parts inventory
Collateral damage from catastrophic failures
Higher energy costs
Shorter asset life
Pervasive breakdown culture

Preventive $93,600

Lower spare parts inventory
Most catastrophic failures avoided
Lower energy costs
Longer asset life
May perform unnecessary work
May introduce new failure modes

Predictive $37,650

Least spare parts inventory
Better understanding of overall asset performance
Lower energy costs
Longest asset life
Work performed as required
Least opportunity to introduce new failure modes

1 asset, at one site.  Think about your assets at Water, WWT, Schools, 
Prisons, HVAC, Power, etc
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More efficient and effective maintenance planning
Reduced downtime/failures

Reduced Spare Parts
Reduced capital expenditures

Reduced Energy Costs
Lower Insurance Premiums
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Description Number of Measurement Assets
25 50 100

Asset Audit & Program Launch $950.00 $950.00 $950.00 
Measurement, Analysis & Reporting $1,275/Visit $2,350/Visit $3,762.50/Visit
Travel $Verifiable $Verifiable $Verifiable 
PdM Partner No Charge No Charge No Charge
3 Month and Annual Reviews No Charge No Charge No Charge
Training No Charge No Charge No Charge
Annual Cost w/Monthly Monitoring $15,300.00 $28,200.00 $45,150.00 
Annual Cost w/Bi-Monthly Monitoring $7,650.00 $14,100.00 $22,575.00 
Annual Cost with Quartely Monitoring $5,100.00 $9,400.00 $15,050.00 

Note:  This is based on 4 measurements per asset; can vary with complexity
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Questions?
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